
ESSENTIAL REFURBISHMENTS TO BUILDINGS AT SITH SEWANA 

 

  

Apply  floor   tiles to the male dormitories  -LKR. 623,350.00_ 

There are about 10 male residents who are not having bladder and bowel control and they MAY 

pass urine & stools at any unexpected time during the course of the day & night. 

Since the floor of the male dormitory  is  not properly cemented  there are cavities which  can 

retain urine and stool particles.  The minor staff wash he dormitories twice a day but however 

this is not sufficient. We have had  complaints  from the visitors, investigators etc. Hence it is 

essential to  replace the cement floor with floor tiles to resolve this problem. A detailed cost is 

shown below. 

Ceiling for the Male Dormitory   -  LKR .940,985.00 

There are  various creatures including  serpents  that are found  in the roof of the Dormitory 

and  it can be very dangerous if these reptiles  fall onto the floor or on the beds of the children. 

As they do not understand   the dangers  they might play even with them. Pigeons are also a 

problem and frequently  dirty the  mattresses . 

During the heavy rainy season  water drops form the roof above  and increases the humidity,  

giving  rise to colds  and influenza  and can lead to Respiratory Tract Infections.  

Painting and the wall of the male dormitory- LKR.89,082.   

The walls have not been maintained for quite some time.  They need to be painted and 

refurbished. Our children are at a very low mental age. Hence a pleasant ambience  is an 

essential component  which is better than medicine to keep them happy. 

 Estimated budgets’  for the above are being  given below  for the benefit of those who desire 

to support this very worthy cause. 

 For  prospective overseas helpers/supporters you are kindly requested to access  the details 

under  “Contact  us “  found in our Web Site < sithsewana.com>, giving bank account details 

and the Swift code etc.   for  your  contributions however small. Little drops of water make 

the mighty ocean. We thank you in anticipation. 

Director  Sth Sewana 

U. L. N. A. S. Perera 



 


